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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 infection is caused by the virus SARS-CoV-2. It is a single stranded RNA virus hence has high mutation rate. In a populous country like India, it can find large number of hosts to infect and thus undergo strong mutation. The Indian variant B.1.617 undergone three mutation to form B.1.617.2 (double mutant) and B.1.617.3 (triple mutant). The variant B.1.617.2 is declared a Variant of Concern due to its increase transmissibility, immune escape, increase effect of infection. The variant is also suspected to reduce vaccine efficacy and efficiency. It also the cause of overwhelming second wave of coronavirus in India. This harmful variant has also spread to other countries such as UK and Australia. Such harmful mutations are a result of aiming for herd immunity naturally against the virus. This article aims to understand the triple mutation and cause of devastating COVID-19 wave in India. And analyze steps to prevent future outbreaks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Coronavirus pandemic also called COVID-19 pandemic cause by virus SARS-CoV-2 has had a global impact. It thought us that no matter the race, gender, or age it can affect anyone and anywhere. The novel coronavirus was first reported in China in November of 2019 through “mysterious surging cases of pneumonia”. After about a year and half, the virus has been successfully controlled at its the place of origin by adopting appropriate, responsible, and timely healthy and safe practices. Although, it continues to produce devastating effect in many parts of the world. India is experiencing an overwhelming second wave of coronavirus that is crushing its health care system. Life is a dynamic process. Mutations occur in all living organisms. It is the need of the hour to control the situation in India effectively with novel methods and stop the spread of virus as it is leading to increase loss of lives and alarming development of powerful variants that is rendering the existing technology used against the virus.

II. INDIAN POPULATION

India has a population of about 1.39 billion as of Tuesday, May 4, 2021, according to the Worldometer elaboration of the latest United Nations data and it keep on increasing every second. The country has a geographical land area of approximately 2.97 million km². Therefore, the population density of India amounts to 464 per km² i.e., 464 people per km².[1] With this estimation in mind, it is not hard to imagine how crowded and bustling the country is. Also, 35% of the population is urban whereas the rest 65% approximately comes under rural India.[1] These parameters of population density and population distribution are necessary for any country to track and take steps in a period which requires vaccinating threshold percentage of people, reduce contact and social distancing to contain the pandemic.

III. 1ST CORONAVIRUS WAVE

The transmission of any infectious disease depends on several factors associated with the disease [2]. One key concept is epidemiological triad which consists of interaction of pathogen (infective agent), host and environment [3].

For host, it was seen that, India having largely young population with an average age of 28 years [1] gave the country a huge advantage over its 1st wave of coronavirus wave. At that time, it predominantly had a severe effect on old population. Thus, the most severely affected countries in year 2020 were of aging population such as Italy, France and even UK and USA. Taking into account the agent, the initial variant was obviously less lethal and less transmissible than the current circulating strain. Finally, many studies for...
environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, wind speed, etc. done for COVID-19 infection found that season and temperature of Indian subcontinent had an impact on rate of transmission of virus. It was seen that temperature below 3 °C, the number of COVID-19 infections in China is found to have a positive linear association with average temperature [2]. The psychology and response of people, during the early stages of pandemic in months of March till most of May, included scaling up public health, implementation of social distancing measures such as four stages of lockdown, restricted local movement, educational institutes and business were closed and were encouraged to implement distance-learning and work from home. Regulation and checks at international and domestic travel including negative RT-PCR report, thermal screening and 14 days institutional or home quarantine were made mandatory [4]. Yet, these measures were set up too little and too late compared to size of Indian economy and population. India lifted its lockdown when it was recording highest number of cases in the country [5]. The Dharavi Slums in Maharashtra shows best example of achieving herd immunity naturally. Due to its crowded condition, there was fast spread of COVID-19 and almost 57% of its population were already tested positive for antibodies against the virus [6]. India may have achieved herd immunity for initial stages of COVID-19 naturally [6].

The fact that even after strictest lockdown measures, unlocking stage witness record high number of infections. Thus, it indicated that lockdowns or shutdowns will not only fail to stop the epidemic but also severely impact the economy. This misinterpretation dissuaded India not to impose second national level lockdown for tsunami like second wave of Coronavirus.

IV. VIRUS AS A SPECIES

The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) definition of virus is “A virus species is a polythetic class of viruses that constitutes a replicating lineage and occupies a particular ecological niche” [7], [8].

A. Features of Virus

Virus is a smallest living molecule consisting of single genetic material, either DNA or RNA. They lack enzymes for protein synthesis and hence are obligate intracellular parasites. Coronavirus belongs to Coronaviridae family [9]. It has single stranded RNA as its genetic material, which is enclosed by Nucleocapsid, Envelop, Membrane and Spike. Spike protein is cleaved into two subunits, S1 and S2: The former contains the receptor binding domain (RBD), which enables the virus to attach to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor on host cells [10].

V. MUTATIONS

Mutation are the changes that takes place in the genetic sequence of all living organisms that helps them to evolve and adapt to the changing environment. Mutation includes insertions or deletions causing frameshift mutation, transversion or point mutation and recombination. Mutation can be deleterious or beneficial to the organism depending on the trait it offers for its survival. A phenomenon called natural selection is the selection of trait that help the organism to ‘fit’ better in environment. Those which do not possess these traits are eventually eliminated. A combination of the deletion and mutation in the spike protein conferred a selective advantage [11]. Similarly, the virus also undergoes mutation and natural selection which sometimes provides it with traits and properties such as more efficient viral replication, transmission, and evasion of host defense system which helps it to survive better in the environment [12]. When an endemic mutant virus spread to other part of the word by an infected host, for example via flights, the mutant virus starts spreading in other country. This process is called Founders effect.

Such high rates of mutation accumulate over period of time in immunodeficient or immunosuppressed patients who are chronically infected with SARS-CoV-2 which leads to viral evolution [13]. This is due to the fact that in chronic infection it allows adequate time for virus to be alive and undergo replication and mutation and therefore evolve [14]. These mutations are confirmed by the fact that such patients show reduced sensitivity to neutralizing antibodies when treated with convalescent plasma [11].

Around the world due to endemic mutation of virus, various ‘variants’ have emerged. The ones having suspicious harmful abilities are termed as variant of interest. Others having clear evidence to show its harmfulness are termed as Variant of Concern. The rapid surge of SARS-CoV-2 cases in months on January to February in UK caused by UK variant which is a Variant of Concern (VOC) 202012/01 and is also known as lineage B.1.1.7 or 20B/501Y.V1 (20). The Brazilian variant, P.1, also a variant of concern, is not only refractory to multiple neutralizing monoclonal antibodies but also more resistant to neutralization by convalescent plasma and vaccine sera [15]. Other Brazilian variants include B.1.153 and B.1.1.33 [16]. The Californian variants are B.1.427 and B.1.429 first identified in California in February 2021[17].

The Indian variant B.1.617.1 has undergone further mutations to form B.1.617.2 and B.1.617.3. Thus, the name triple mutation of Indian variant. B.1.617.2 (double mutant) is variant of concern whereas B.617.1 and B.1.617.3 are variant of interest.

VI. INDIA STILL HEADS FOR HERD IMMUNITY NATURALLY

India has approximately 23 million cases and 254,000 deaths [19]-[21]. India has still vaccinated only 10% of its total population only 2% of the country has received both the doses of vaccines [22]. There are also doubts of under-reporting of cases and deaths [23]. The positivity rate in India was 22.7%, highest recorded on May 9. As of May 24, it is down to about 15%. Despite, extreme vaccines shortages the
positivity rate of infection in India comes down, thus implying that India still heads for herd immunity naturally.

VII. CAUSES THAT LEAD TO TRIPLE MUTATION

A. Testing, Tracing, and Social Distancing Strategy Failure

India has a population of 1.39 billion and population density of 464 people living per km² area. Most Indians still follow traditional family culture and values and thus live in joint families with an average 10-16 people living in one house. This is true for both urban and rural population. Moreover, in rural and quite a few in urban India, many lack basic registration card called Adhaar card and other required documents. Hence a household has registered as well as unregistered people living together. Thus, the foremost step of testing fails here. Since, an unregistered person does not have details required by testing center, he/she may hesitate to go to testing center to get tested. Secondly the cost of testing is quite high compared to what a below average Indian earns. About 65% of Indian population is rural with most having profession related to agriculture whose earnings fluctuates frequently based on seasonal and marketing variations. There has been set up of free government testing centers. Despite that, lack of testing centers at accessible locations to all, also causes hesitance as it further adds to expenses due to additional travelling cost.

The tracing strategies also fails as India tests only about 6.5% of people per confirmed case. The WHO recommends 10–30 tests per confirmed case as a general benchmark of adequate testing [24]. Countries testing below the benchmark per confirmed case are likely to be testing inadequately and insufficiently to find all cases [24]. As crowded situation in India, social distancing strategy also fails. And due to lack of education and awareness about the virus, most people do not wear mask and gather in large numbers leading to massive rise in infections rates and thereby increasing viral mutations.

Serological survey conducted in December 2020 found that 21% of population had antibodies meaning they were already infected with COVID-19 compared to 1.8% cases officially reported. During that time, to estimate the actual number of infections was to multiply officially reported cases by a factor of 26 [25].

B. Lack of Health Care Infrastructure and Man Power

India tests about 2.03 million people per day in the month of May [26]. India tests 1.35% per thousand people [24]. The prescribed ration of doctor-patient ration by WHO is 1:1000. In India the ratio of allopathic doctor-patient ratio is at 1:1445. Considering, native medic practices ayurveda, unani and homeopathy (AUI), it gives 7.88 lakh doctors in the country. Around which 6.30 lakh doctors practicing traditional systems of medicine were available for service. Thus, taking into account both traditional and allopathic medicine the ratio threw up a doctor patient to 1:860 [27]. Traditional medicine also interfered with mindset of people to follow social distancing norms and vaccination [28].

C. Lack of Preparedness

A year after the initial coronavirus outbreak many steps could have been taken to prevent and tackle future outbreaks. Testing while simultaneous sending positive samples for genome sequencing of virus could have kept track on mutations. Vaccination which had begun in October of 2020 itself could have been used to vaccinate at least 50% of population till May of 2021. Ordering for more vaccines candidates instead of relying on only two. Oxygen plants could have been setup in months of February or march as breathlessness and reduces oxygen saturation were always a symptom of COVID-19.

VIII. SYMPTOMS

The new mutant seemed to be undetected initially by current technology of RT-PCR [29]. Yet, patient report abdominal pain, diarrhea, conjunctivitis, bluish discoloration of fingers and toes, rashes, nose bleeding, confusion, brain fog and breathlessness. Apart from usual symptoms of COVID-19 such as, anosmia, aguesia, sore throat, fever, and cough [29].

The incidence of Mucormycosis (Black Fungus) has increased in survivors of COVID-19 [30]. It is caused by species of Rhizopus, Mucor, Absidia. Their spores are found in dust and air. Nearly all patients of Black Fungus are immunocompromised or immunosuppressed. Such patients are those on steroid therapy, received transplantation or have AIDS [30]. Overuse of zinc, steam used for reliving congestion and antibiotic such as azithromycin or doxycycline also leads to increase susceptibility for fungal infection [31]. Cases has also been reported in patient with uncontrolled diabetes [30]. Mucormycosis can be fatal when it invades blood vessels causing thrombus and infarct via lung infection. It leads to loss of eyesight in rhino-cerebral form [30,32,33]. The Indian variant of SARS-CoV-2 has spread to Australia, USA, UK, Nepal, Singapore and may other countries [34].

IX. VACCINATION

The spike protein (S) is the basis for most candidate vaccines, as it mediates virus attachment and entry to host cells and is the target of neutralizing antibody responses [35]. The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) of SARS-CoV-2, the main enzyme for viral genome replication has a characteristic feature of proofreading [36, 37]. Therefore, making its rate of mutation appreciably less when compared to other ssRNA viruses such as HIV or Influenza virus.

The two important roles of vaccination are that first, immunize the person against the virus, that is the person should not and would not become COVID positive. Second, since he is not COVID positive, he doesn’t have the virus inside his body. Therefore, he acts as a barrier for spread. Due to reduce vaccine effectiveness, single dose vaccinated individual is infected with COVID-19. This decrease in vaccine effectiveness against the new Indian SARS-CoV-2 variants is alarming and worrisome problem. It indicates the need to contain the virus to stop further harmful mutations and development of newer vaccine formulas. Moderna and Pfizer with highest vaccine efficacy also stress the need of third booster dose against new variants across globe. The estimated vaccine effectiveness against B.1.617.2 for a single dose is approximately 33%, for two doses of BNT162b2 is
approximately 88% [38]. It is about 66% for Covishield and 88% efficacy for Pfizer, [39], [40].

Comparing the severity of symptom of unvaccinated and vaccinated individual getting COVID-19, we find that patients who have received single dose of vaccine have significantly milder symptoms than unvaccinated people. The mortality risk is also less for vaccinated individuals [38].

X. STEPS TO CURB MUTANTS OF VIRUS

A virus is capable of undergoing replication and mutation only when it is alive. That is when it has infected a host. Therefore, lesser the infection will lessen the chance of virus to grow powerful. The vaccination, although does not provide 100% protection from virus, limits the effect of disease. Achieving herd immunity naturally will not only cost loss of lives but also allow the virus to grow stronger. It may seem an easy way to allow infection to spread rapidly eventually reaching threshold naturally acquired immunity, but it only provides a temporary respite. This is the reason why Sweden which was first country not to impose lockdown in the initial coronavirus wave and tried to achieve herd immunity naturally. It witnessed an overwhelming cases and deaths. Similar to situation India is currently in. Thus, the foremost step to curb the pandemic is to limit the spread of virus. This can be done by imposing lockdown and limiting and restricting movement. We should also educate people about the mechanism of viral mutation so that awareness and sense of responsibility can be instilled. New Zealand and Australia have been able to successful control the pandemic in their country by just limiting movement and educating people regarding effects and spread of virus. Using latest digital technology to help limit spread of virus [41]. In a study that stressed upon the notion of ‘digital herd immunity’ reports that, in the smartphone era, a population can be immune to epidemics even if not a single one of its members is immune to the disease [41]. This immunity arises because of contact-tracing protocols based on smartphone capabilities such as apps which can detect and alert a person about COVID positive persons. It leads to highly efficient quarantining of infected population members and thus the extinguishing of nascent epidemics [41].

Vaccinating the required threshold percentage of people can help to effectively achieve herd immunity without causing damage. Israel has effectively vaccinated more that 60% of its population achieving herd immunity. It is followed by USA which has also vaccinated about 50% of its people. Once achieving threshold vaccination number, coronavirus norms such as mask, limited gather, limited travel can all be safely and confidently eased and eventually removed. Rapid and harmful mutation will not only affect its country of origin but also poses a threat to entire world. It even renders the capacity of existing technology of not only vaccines but also the virus detection test such as RT-PCR.

Thus, a country with largest population of world, relying on only two vaccine sources proved to be futile as even after 6 months of first approved vaccines, India has only vaccinated 2% of its entire population. Extreme vaccine shortage should be followed by prioritizing vaccine to vulnerable groups in the population. Opening it to all 18 years plus age group created havoc which led to crashing of vaccine registration website and long lines at vaccinating center, again violating social distancing norms.

XI. CONCLUSION

The mismanagement of pandemic gave virus advantage to spread to the large population and undergo three powerful mutations. Counties should adopt to novel technology such as genome sequencing and latest health care infrastructure to control pandemic. Educating and sensitizing of general public about coronavirus also helps to instill responsible behavior.
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